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BUILT TO ENDURE                                                 
An unprecedented mobile loading station, the patented PBE 200™ is an innovative solution for 
frac sand handling. Featuring a portable conveyor and bucket elevator combination designed 
for fast unload of trucks and the loading of multiple silos/transloading stations, the PBE is built 
to withstand the high demand of frac sand handling while operating at full-capacity. Efficiency is 
key, and the PBE meets this goal with the ability to move 20O Tons/Hr. Simple operation and 
a trailer base that enables easy transportation between loading sites proves the PBE 200™ to 
be a cost-efficient and cutting-edge loading solution for the frac sand industry.

Telescoping Discharge Chute

Hydraulically Lifted
Bucket Elevator

INNOVATIVE MOBILE DESIGN                             

Pivoting
Belt Conveyor

Main Operation
Control Panel

Secure Transport
Housing

Easy-Deploy
Drive Over Ramps

Mobility is the driving force behind the design of the PBE 200™.
Norstar wants to allow you to move large quantities of sand in a 
short amount of time, but with the added ability to move the 
equipment to where you need it, both safely and efficiently.

The PBE can be deployed to load position or packed into transport 
position within 12 minutes. The trailer-bed is designed to securely 
house both the bucket elevator and the conveyor during transport, 
promoting safe and quick movement between job sites.

The PBE 200™ aggressively reduces the footprint of a load/unload 
operation, when compared to permanent set-ups. The PBE can be 
stored in multiple locations where space allows.

Completely Mobile

Designed specifically for 
Frac Sand Handling

Hydraulically Lifted Bucket Elevator 
with Telescoping Discharge Chute

Drive-Over Belt Conveyor

Move 200 Tons/Hr
(fills a 260 ton silo in just over 1.5 hrs)

Simple and Efficient Deployment
(deploy or pack up within 12 minutes)

MINIMUM DEGRADATION                                                 
The PBE 200™ offers a more gentle handling experience than traditional pneumatic opitons. 
The belt conveyor and bucket elevator lifting system provide minimal impact points for frac sand 
which promotes minimum degradation, ensuring the integrity of the product.
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